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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The examiner used a token re1'nforcement · program in an attempt to 

eliminate temper tantrums from the responses of a first-grade boy and 

to promote verbalization in a nontalking first-grade girl. 

Review of the Literature 

Behavior therapy, although containing a multiplicity of approaches, 

uses a social relationship to induce changes in social behavior. Since 

behavior is controlled largely by its consequences, attempts to bring 

about any lasting changes in response must alter the nature and inci

dence of reinforcing outcomes (Bandura, 1969). In contrast to tradi

tional approaches in experimentation, behavior modification tends to 

concentrate on a specific behavior of a single individual and the con

tingent consequences of that behavior (Nelson, 1968). Therefore the 

nature and timing of a reinforcer used in behavior modification must 

be considered. 

The key to remediation of inappropriate behavior is seen by some 

behaviorists (Quay, Werry, McQueen & Sprague, 1966) in the integration 

of the basic principles of learning theory (Gelford and Hartmann, 1968), 

selected techniques and the child's behavioral characteristics. Recent 

research (Quay, et al, 1966) indicates that praise and other verbal re

wards are often ineffective with conduct disorders and that better re

sults are obtained with tangible reinforcers. Desirable response 
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patterns can be established and maintained 
more successfully through 

the systematic use of positive reinforcement 
(Badura, 1969; Kuypers, 

Becker, O'Leary 1968· O'Leary B k , , , ec er, Evans and Sanderges, 1969). 

Al though much research dealing with the effects of various sched

ules on operant behavior in 1 ower organisms has been reported, the 

presentation of techniques and data to ai"d · investigators of operant 

behavior in children has been made only in recent years. One such 

group of experimenters, Long, et al, (1958), found that almost all of 

the data derived from experimental sessions of reinforcement, involv

ing 200 subjects varying in age from four to eight years, attested to 

the feasibility of controlling the behavior of children by the use of 

various schedules of reinforcers, such as trinkets, pennies and pro

jected pictures. 

Successful demonstrations of reinforcement techniques in changing 

behavior in laboratory situations have promoted increasing attempts to 

extend such methods to other situations, including the classroom. 

Some of the questions raised concern the effects on other aspects of 

the subject's behavior and how other pupils in class are affected by 

the teacher's concentration on the behavior of one or two specific 

children. A study by Ward and Baker (1968) attempted to assess the 

treatment effects of reinforcement therapy as they sought to eliminate 

Teachers the deviant behavior of twelve first-grade Negro children. 

involved in the program were instructed to reinforce task-relevant 

· nd praise and to extinquish deviant behaviors behaviors by attention a 

Although the procedures used were not uniformly by ignoring them. 
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successful with all twelve child ren, results were encouraging in that 

the amount of deviant behavior was reduced with no adverse changes 

occurring in the behavior of either the target children or other child

ren in the classrooms involved, 

A successful implementation of a token system in a classroom, 

according to one study (Kuypers, et al, 1968), requires extreme care 

in selection and training of observers, provision of guidelines and 

preparation of the teacher concerning what is coming. Also differen

tial social reinforcement must be used if a delay in presentation of 

tokens is involved. Application of the principle of shaping behavior 

is essential to the success of a program in improving and maintaining 

acceptable behavior in most cases, rather than only the presentation 

of reinforcers for achievement of an absolute standard of performance 

(Kuypers, et al, 1968). 

In a discussion of guidelines for initiating behavior modifica

tion programs many contributing factors are described (Greiger, et al, 

1970). Emphasis is placed on the importance of the initial introduc-

h 1 · of the teacher's personality to the selected techtion, t ere at1.on 

nique, the factors used for evaluation and plans for on-going partici-

pation. 

A recent study by Staats (1962), reported by Bandura (1969), 

tangl..ble rewards such as trinkets or tokens in
found that the use of 

Span of a group of four-year-olds from twenty 
creased the attention 

minutes to forty-five minutes, 
Bandura cited several advantages of 

s compared with other systems utilizing 
the token incentive sySt em a 
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mater i al rewards: the value of tokens as reinforcement is independent 

of momentary deprivations, due to lack of satiation effects tokens re-

tain incentive value longer, easy and innnediate presentation by the 

teacher is possible, and motivation will remain consistently high due 

to possibilities of token saving for a variety of items of personal 

choice (Bandura, 1969). 

In order to determine whether or not the behavioral approach was 

feasible with young children, Kennedy and Thompson (1967) followed the 

case of a six year old whose negative classroom behavior included in

attentiveness, refusing to follow directions or complete assignments 

and emotional or social maladjustments in that he seldom smiled and 

had no close friends. No change in behavior was observed after one 

week of counseling sessions during which the following topics were 

discussed: why it is important to pay attention in class, why it is 

important to do things in order, how t? have friends, sibling relations 

and practicing for "show and tell" time. The experimenters decided to 

reward the child verbally and with a piece of candy for each minute of 

attending during counseling sessions. Results indicated his attending 

behavior increased during counseling sessions and his teachers reported 

improved adjustment in his behavior in class. 

t token economy programs used to reduce malDramatic responses o 

adaptive behavior such as screaming (Winkler, 1971), temper-tantrums 

and physical aggression (Bandura, 1973), crying, uncontrollable laugh-

(o 'Leary and Becker, 1967) have been described in ter and fighting 

recent studies. 
In the studies mentioned, acceptable behavior was 
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maintained after the token system was terminated. More than one of 
the eight subjects in the research discussed by O'Leary and Becker 

(1967) indicated that he would be able · to maintain his acceptable be-

havior the next year without prizes or tokens, One aim of using a 

reinforcement program is that once the desirable behavior is initiated, 

the child will learn to reinforce himself because the behavior itself 

will serve as a reinforcer (Krumboltz and Krumboltz, 1972). 

A combination of speech therapy, reinforcement and de-sensitiza

tion was used and described by Strait (1958) to promote speech in the 

classroom in the case of one first-grade boy whose speech was repor

tedly normal with his family. The therapist used praise and pictures 

to reinforce verbal responses and gradually introduced other adults 

into the situation, persuading the boy to read for them. As she con

tinued the therapy into the next school year, the child agreed to read 

for one child, then small groups of his peers until by the end of the 

year he had read in front of the class and resumed behavior appropriate 

to that of a normal, happy second-grade child. 

Speech therapy involving only speech training methods with no 

direct attempts to alleviate mutism has reportedly succeeded in the 

amelioration of the mutism in school situation of six children ranging 

from five and one-half to ten years of age, Smayling (1955) concludes, 

however, that in five of the cases the mutism was related to speech 

defects which interferred with successful oral communication. She 

that her findings using speech therapy techniques disalso suggests 

t . t s who stress psychotherapy as the agree with previous inves iga or 

mos t effective method of treating voluntary mutism. 
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Many studi es have been conducted deali·ng wi"th 
the development or 

promotion of speech in non-verbal h"ld h .. 
c i ren w o are autistic or schizo-

phrenic youngsters (Churchill, 1969) and controlling speech rate 

(Salzinger, Salzinger, Portnoy, Eckmann, Bacon, Deutsch and Zubin, 

1962) through the use of reinforcement programs. The effectiveness of 

a token reinforcement system has been positively demonstrated in the 

elimination of extreme aggression in five boys with whom psychiatry 

had no effect, in the motivation of five-year-olds to learn to read 

and in producing profuse verbalization in nontalkers (Hamblin, Buck

holdt, Bushell, Ellis and Ferriter, 1969). Those involved in the ex

periment with these varied problems using reinforcements for a period 

of 18 months also reported the development of functional speech in 

several mute or nearly mute autistic children, starting them on the 

way to a normal life. The experimenters share feelings of exhilaration 

and humility concerning the results of their research as follow-up 

studies three months later indicate that token systems can evoke be

havior change on a permanent basis (Hamblin, et al, 1969). 

A recent study (Brison, 1971) described successful efforts to 

promote verbal communication in a nontalking child whose speech was 

normal in the family setting. Since the parents resisted a recommen

dation of psychotherapy for the child, the school instituted a rein-

f hi.ch eliminated the nontalking behavior in a few orcement program w 

weeks. 1 tr t he boy still maintained verbal behavior Three years a e 

and presented no special problem at school. 
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One case of voluntary mutism with regard to his father only, which 

had reportedly persisted for two years, was abruptly terminated by his 

father's refusal to allow any privileges until verbal requests were 

made. However, in cases where such threats or other attempts fail to 

elicit speech or when mutism occurs 1.·n h 1 t e c assroom, the application 

of operant conditioning seems to offer promise (Straughan, 1968). 

Straughan reports success in eliciting verbal responses from a 14-y.ear

old boy by the use of candy reinforcers and soliciting the help of 

classmates in encouraging him to talk. The same methods were partially 

successful in promoting speech in a 15-year-old girl who, after devel

oping normal speech, withdrew from any verbal communication at the age 

of three. Since her habit of mutism was well-established and had been 

reinforced by the parent's quick responses to non-verbal clues and her 

present teacher's use of many rhetorical questions, the case presented 

great difficulty for attempted treatment. Although encouragement by 

classmates and reinforcement in the form of candies and gifts for 

classmates served to elicit speech in the particular class, there was 

little generalization except in the home and the subject reportedly 

remained mute in her classes the next year (Straughan, 1968). 



CHAPTER II 

Subjects 

The first subject was 
a seven-year-old girl (S 1), who had been 

retained the previous year in the first grade. 
Retention was largely 

based on the child's refusal to read or speak in school, a factor 

which prevented an adequate evaluat1.·on of her reading ability or skills 

by the teacher. She had ranked at the second percentile on the Gates 

MacGinitie Reading Test administered during the last month of the 

school year. 

During the first three weeks of her first year in school, the 

child refused to eat at school. She displayed no emotion, rarely 

changed her expression and remained persistently mute throughout the 

year, with the exception of an occasional furtive inaudible whisper to 

a nearby classmate when the occasion demanded a request from a teacher. 

Remaining withdrawn from her peers, s1 never participated in physical 

or group activities. All written assignments were completed and 

teacher requests, other than those requiring verbal responses, were 

met. 

A conference with the subject's mother and step-father revealed 

she used speech to communicate with family members in the home situa

tion, rarely laughed or cried, usually screamed when punished or an

tagonized, read stories to a younger brother, but refused to talk in 

situations outside the home. The mother attributed her daughter's 
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reluc tance to communicate verbally 

to s t ubbornness and reconnnended 

puni tive measures to f orce her to talk. 
Her step-father suggested 

that, given time , she would outgrow the mutism. 

The subj ect was assigned to th f ' 
e irst-grade classroom of the ex-

aminer for her second school year and exhi'bi'ted essentially the same 

behaviors as previously described. Sh e stood by the teacher's desk, 

crying silently at the beginning of the first three school days. In-

vestigation revealed that an older si'ster had b een instructed to re-

port to the mother if the subject failed to talk to the teacher and 

she would be whipped with a belt when she returned home. Her usual 

detached mute behavior resumed without crying, when she had been ad

vised no reports regarding her communication would be sent home by 

the teacher. 

The second subject for the behavior modification program was a 

five-year-old boy (S 2) who had exhibited disruptive and aggressive be

havior, both verbal and physical, during the previous year in kinder

garten. His kindergarten teacher had attempted unsuccessfully to elim

inate or control the boy's behavior by the use of various punitive 

measures. Consequently, he was assigned to the classroom of the ex

aminer for his inclusion in the behavior modification program. The 

maladaptive behavior exhibited by the subject consisted of temper tan

trums, kicking, biting, spitting, cursing, hitting teachers and peers, 

h b . refusi·ng to remain in his seat, blaming others for trowing o Jects, 

his behaviors and constantly scattering his personal belongings. He 

often cried and expressed sorrow for his behavior especially if he had 

hurt another child. 



The subject scored i n th 
e average range on the WISC, although 

there was a significant diff b 
erence etween the scores on the verbal 
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and performance sub-tests, indicating the possibility of a neurological 

problem . He demonS t rated average ability in reading, mathematics, and 

writing, although he seldom completed writing assignments and his papers 

were usually smeared and sloppily done. 

The parents contended their son was just a normal boy, exhibiting 

normal behavior and presenting no special problem in the home. Accord

ing to his parents, the boy keeps his room and belongings neat and or

derly. His father reconnnended a behavior change could be accomplished 

in the classroom by the administration of severe whippings. Attempts 

to persuade the parents to seek professional help for the subject were 

futile. 

Experimental Procedure 

The token economy program consisted of the presentation of tokens 

to the children 1.n one · fi'rst-grade class by the teacher for desirable 

behavior. The program was explained to the students at the beginning 

of the school term. A token sheet listing the number of tokens re-

quired to trade for a variety of items and special privileges was 

posted in a conspicuous place in the room. The target behavior was 

to talk Of a first-grade girl and temper tantrums of a the refusal 

first-grade boy. 

A baseline measure f h rence of the boy's Of the frequency o t e occur 

b Of verbal communication of the girl's and the a sence temper tantrums 

Was Collected for one week. activity 
Tokens were awarded frequently 
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for desirable behavior , maki"ng th b , 
e oy s rei nf orcement contingent on 

certain lengths of time wit hout temper tantrums and on the handl i ng of 

anxiety-pr oducing si tuati ons with app r opriate responses. The total 

lack of verbal r esponse in the behavior of the girl necessitated the 

reinf orcement of successive approximations of verbal communication 

such as whi spers, conversation reported by other children, movements 

of mouth i n group activities until normal verbal response was achieved. 

The reinforcement schedule was altered later to an intermittent pres

entation of tokens and gradually withdrawn. 

Frequency of undesirable behaviors of the two children were re

corded by tally marks to determine a baseline. Line graphs were used 

to record behavior occurrences during the token program. 

Success for s
2 

was defined as a reduction in the frequency of 

h . b h · Sati"sfactory verbal interaction with temper tantrums in is e avior. 

the teacher and other students was determined to constitute success 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Sl was rewarded for verbal interaction reportedly occurring in 

the classroom and on the playground wi'th other classmates, although 

not witnessed by the examiner. H owever, she remained mute in relation 

to the teacher until advised that she could not purchase her usual 

afternoon ice cream until she indicated her choice verbally. After 

three attempts to make her selection known by pointing were refused, 

the subject spoke the word "Orange" and was immediately rewarded. Fol

lowing the initial breakthrough of a spoken response, she began to 

communicate verbally without pressure infrequently. As the frequency 

of her verbal response increased she began slowly to participate in 

activities with her classmates and others of her peer group. 

Following the achievement of a seemingly normal level of verba

lization within the classroom, the subject was sent on successful 

errands to the office. She then agreed to read for her former teacher 

and later for the principal in the classroom. 

1 d to Prov1.de the token reward immediately 
If the examiner fai e 

f ollowing speech, she was reminded by the subject. However, she 

h rewards would be less frequent 
readily accepted the explanation tat 

h . d and she was able to con
s i nce verbal communication had been ac ieve 

and school personnel. verse with her peers 
to report the subject entered into sat

The examiner is pleased 
in all possible school situations and 

isfactory verbal interaction 
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displayed normal emotions before 

moving with her family to another ci t y, 
No information has been available 

regarding continuation of her be-
havior i n t he new situation, 

Tokens alone did not serve to reduce 
the intensity or frequency 

of temper tantrums in the behavior 
of S2. Complete withdrawal of 

teacher attention during temper t 
antrums, unless another child was en-

dangered, served to eliminate tantrums and reduce the 
frequency of out-

bursts in the classroom, 
However, satisfactory control of aggressive 

displays of temper was not achieved, 

Following the close of the first semester the subJ'e t t , c was rans-

ferred to another classroom at the request of his father. Maladaptive 

behavior continued in the new situation, although the reoccurrence of 

temper tantrums was reportedly infrequent. 

The examiner was unable to discover a satisfactory reward or 

reinforcement system which could effect a dramatic reduction in the 

maladaptive behavior of s2• His desire for attention, whether of a 

negative or positive nature, was a strong factor in his behavior, Com

plete withdrawal of teacher attention was not feasible since much of 

his behavior involved damage or danger to the person or property of 

others, Therefore, his destructive behavior often, of necessity, 

and the attention served to reinforce the undesirable gained attention 

behavior. 

and Short attention span of the subject contributed 
The i nnnaturity 

academically comparable with his peers, 
to his difficulty in achievement 

d led to blaming and hurting others. 
and frustration thereby produce 
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The refusal to accept r esponsibility f h" b h • 

or is e avior, an attitude 
which was supported by his pare t 

n s, was another detrimental factor 
to the solution of the problem. H" d 

is emonstrated remorse and expressed 

desire, on several occasions, to behave well but just was unable to do 

so, indicated the boy needed professional help, The apparent lack of 

parental acknowledgement of the boy's problem, inconsistency in parental 

comments and behavior, and conflict between parental and teacher atti

tudes all served as detrimental factors to his progress and adjustment. 

Frequent involvement in physically aggressive and emotion-laden situa

tions in the home carried over into the school environment and in

fluenced the subject's inability to develop stable, calm, realistic 

attitudes and behavior. 

Although the results of the present study are somewhat discourag

ing in the case of s2 , the mutiplicity of factors involved must be 

considered. The success in promoting normal verbal communication in 

Of Sl Should Provide sufficient recognition of the value the behavior 

. the classroom to encourage further reof reinforcement techniques in 

search in the area. In future programs of this nature, the use of a 

h . would prove to be an invaluable neutral observer to record be aviors 

addition. 
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